statement: 26 This study reveals the impact of anthropogenic noise on spectrally distinct vocalizations 27 and the limitations of the acoustic masking hypothesis to explain the vocal response of 28 bats to chronic noise. 29 2 Abstract 30
3

INTRODUCTION
the second trough as a boundary of call sequence so that two successive calls were 196 classified into two different call sequences when their interval was greater than 250 ms 197 ( Fig. S1A ) or into the same call sequence if the interval shorter than 250 ms. Similarly, 198 the inter-call interval of 40 ms was set as a call sequence boundary for communication 199 vocalizations (Fig. S1B) . 200 A total of 92,296 call sequences of echolocation and communication vocalizations 201 were analyzed for the noise-exposure group and control group. We counted the daily 202 number of echolocation call sequences of each bat group: the number of S-call 203 sequences, the number of M-calls sequences, and the total number of call sequences 204 (including both S-call sequences and M-calls sequences). In addition, we analyzed the 205 following parameters: the duration of an S-call sequence, and the duration, number of 206 calls, and vocal rate within an M-calls sequence. The vocal rate is the number of calls 207 divided by the duration of the call sequence. A daily mean value was calculated for each 208 parameter.
209
V. sinensis produce multiple types of communication syllables (calls) ( Fig. 1B-D) . 210 We classified syllabic types following the methods reported in Kanwal et al. (1994) . 211 We then classified the communication call sequences into three categories: single- This study demonstrated that Asian particolored bats responded to traffic noise by 304 changing their echolocation vocalizations. They increased the total number of call 305 sequences, increased the number of single-call sequences, and decreased the number of 306 calls and vocal rate within multiple-calls sequences. In contrast, all but one the most vocal activity reflects a stress response the long-term stress could increase incidence of 404 disease (Romero and Butler, 2007) . 405 In conclusion, this study shows that the Asian particolored bats change the 406 temporal features of echolocation vocalizations but not those of communication 407 vocalizations in response to traffic noise. These findings suggest that vocal responses 408 to anthropogenic noise can be inconsistent among different types of vocalizations and 409 that the degree of spectral overlap between animal vocalizations and noise does not 410 necessarily predict the level of vocal response to noise. Future work will advance these 411 results by performing behavioral and physiological experiments to examine why bats 412 increase their echolocation activity when they are exposed to noise. 
